
DepositOnce Deposit license 
Agreement for the publication of research data on the institutional repository 
DepositOnce of TU Berlin  

Transfer of rights to the repository operator  
1. I transfer to the Technische Universität Berlin (TU Berlin) – represented by the 

University Library – the non-exclusive, irrevocable right to store electronically the 
submitted research data and its metadata and to make it publicly available on the 
Internet. This includes all known and as yet unknown types of use. 

2. I give permission to TU Berlin to pass the research data on to other repositories, 
archives, and if necessary, aggregators for the purpose of digital archiving and/or 
making it publicly available. This includes, for example, the digital archive of the 
German National Library, as well as other appropriate subject or regional 
repositories. 

3. I give permission for the publication of the metadata, including the abstract, under 
the Creative Commons Zero license 
(https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/). 

4. I agree with the creation of copies and the conversion of the research data to 
other electronic or physical formats for the purpose of archiving while preserving 
the integrity of the content. 

Declaration of copyright and personal rights 
1. If the submitted research data is subject to copyright protection, I assure that I 

own the copyright of all parts of the research data or that I am authorized by this 
person(s). I also assure that the publication of the research data will not infringe 
on third-party personal rights or third-party copyright. If alleged or actual 
infringement of the rights of third parties is asserted, I will notify the repository 
operator immediately. I exempt the Technische Universität Berlin from any claims 
of third parties. 

2. If the research data or its metadata contains any personal information (e. g. CV), I 
agree with their publication. I assure that no personal rights will be violated with 
the publication. 

Conclusion of the contract 
This contract comes into force once the submitter accepts these terms by clicking the 
link "I confirm the privacy statements and accept the deposit license above" 
immediately prior to uploading the work. The submitter can download, save and print 
the text of the contract. 

As of: Dec 2023 

Contact 
 
Technische Universität Berlin 
Universitätsbibliothek 
Fasanenstraße 88 
10623 Berlin 
E-Mail: szf@ub.tu-berlin.de  
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